COMMITMENT TO SUSTAINABILITY.
RIGHT DOWN TO THE LAST DETAIL.

The BMW i is an electric vehicle with a consistently sustainable design. Powered solely by electricity, it is tailor-made to fulfill the demands of emission-free automobility. Genuine BMW i Accessories for BMW i models pursue the same objective: intelligent functionality, attractive design, and the use of recycled and environmentally friendly materials wherever possible.

Even more comfort, individuality and flexibility – Genuine BMW i Accessories for BMW i models not only have a lot to offer but place great emphasis on sustainability along the entire value chain. It begins with a thorough design that allows for multiple applications and continues in a production process which is especially developed to save resources. This includes the use of materials from discarded consumer goods, such as recycled PET bottles. Moreover, Genuine BMW i Accessories are supplied with significantly reduced packaging.

Our ongoing systematic search for environmentally friendly components, combined with sustainable supplier and production management, makes Genuine BMW i Accessories a commitment to sustainability – right down to the last detail.

EASY CHARGING AT HOME.

FOR FAST AND SAFE CHARGING AT HOME.

The progressively and ergonomically designed Wallbox Pure is the ideal home charging station and fulfills the most stringent demands in terms of safety, comfort and design. Wallbox Pure is currently the only product on the market whose purpose-designed system enables fast home-charging of a BMW i vehicle. In comparison to standard charge cables for mains outlets, the Wallbox Pure can reduce charging times of the BMW i by up to 70% – depending on the local electricity infrastructure – to less than five hours. It supports the vehicle function enabling charging at certain times of day to benefit from low-price electricity tariffs. Practical features such as outdoor storage compartments, an integrated key switch, and an optional buffer for the Wallbox Pure, further enhance the vehicle’s everyday usability.
SUSTAINABILITY BEGINS EXACTLY WHERE IT ENDS.

Wherever possible, Genuine BMW i Accessories are produced using sustainable raw materials or recyclates from discarded consumer goods, for example, recycled PET bottles. Further resources can be saved by consistently avoiding waste and directly reusing residual materials.

All Genuine BMW i Accessories have one thing in common: intelligent functionality. To keep the overall vehicle weight to a minimum, special emphasis has been placed on the use of lightweight materials. Wherever possible, products also fulfil several functions – this not only saves time but also minimises energy resources in production.

Optimised transport logistics make it possible to keep CO₂ emissions as low as possible. Moreover, when it comes to selecting packaging materials, the motto is: less is more. Where possible, Genuine BMW i Accessories are supplied with the minimum necessary packaging. Naturally, this is made from FSC-certified cardboard.

FUNCTIONALITY.

Recycling.

Function Cover.

The innovative Function Cover for the BMW i3 features intelligent functionality and four different uses. It can be used to protect the car’s luggage space, boot sill and rear, while also serving as a picnic blanket for use outside the car. The water-repellent side protects the interior from moisture and dirt. The extremely light function cover is made of recycled PET bottles and is supplied with a practical storage bag for transport purposes.

The precise fitting, three-dimensional All-Weather Floor Mat for the BMW i3 is not only a practical addition to the interior of the car, it also amutes the interior of the BMW i3. It is made of a mix of external fibre and a sponge-like material, thanks to the BMW-developed carbon system and is made from a newly developed, sustainable plastic composite, which is 100% recyclable. All waste created during production is recycled in its entirety.

INTELLIGENT SOLUTION.

The Climate Cover for the BMW i3 is made of sustainable, recyclable yarns and in four different colours. It is made from a mix of external fibre and a sponge-like material, thanks to the BMW-developed carbon system and is made from a newly developed, sustainable plastic composite, which is 100% recyclable. All waste created during production is recycled in its entirety.
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MULTIFUNCTIONAL.

**Luggage Compartment Protection, Foldable.**
One product – two functions: It can be quickly and easily converted into a handy, waterproof, dirt-resistant luggage storage box for the BMW i3 whose non-slip surface enables the safe and clean transport of loose objects in the luggage space. The Luggage Compartment Protection is designed to match the interior; the outer side is made of the Genuine BMW i3 seat cover fabric, a high-grade material made from recycled PET bottles.

**Loading edge protection foil.**
The protection foil reliably protects the paint finish on the loading edge of the BMW i8 when loading and unloading the car.

**SAFELY STOWED AWAY.**

The practical **Collapsible Box** in BMW i design is made from high-grade textile fabric recycled from PET bottles, and fits perfectly in the luggage space of the BMW i3 and BMW i8 allowing slip-safe stowing of storage items. The luggage space is also effectively protected against soiling. The simple and intelligent folding mechanism means it can be folded together to save space. When opened out, it will fit in any shopping trolley, where its two large compartments and two small key pouches keep things neat and orderly.

**Transport Net** is made entirely from recycled materials and stops loose objects from sliding around in the luggage compartment. Its practical hook means it is quickly ready for use.
EVEN MORE COMFORT.

The Sunshade Rear Window of the BMW i3 discernibly reduces the interior room temperature. The extremely lightweight material is made from stretch polyester fabric, itself made from 100% recycled PET bottles. The sunshade can be dismantled easily and quickly. Package includes storage bag.

The Rear Side Windows Sunblinds of the BMW i3 are an ideal addition to the sun protection for the rear window and serve as a sideways sunlight and privacy shield for passengers. When the mounting hooks are inserted, the sunshades are simply clipped in place and can be removed again effortlessly when required.

OPTIMUM INTEGRATION.

The attractive Board Bag in BMW i design is intended for neat storage of the charge cable, tools and vehicle care products. The robust case fits snugly in the luggage compartment tray beneath the bonnet of the BMW i3 or BMW i8 and makes removal and storage extremely easy, orderly and convenient. Both charge cable and plugs can be effectively protected against dirt and spray. The Board Bag is supplied complete with removable organiser and Genuine BMW Workshop Gloves.
SIMPLY SMART.

The BMW i Remote App for iOS and Android shows you detailed information on the current status of your BMW i – e.g. car location, range, and battery charge level, service messages, and information on whether the doors are locked and the lights are off. The charging process can be initiated remotely using the weekly timer and the air conditioning activated by remote control right before setting off on a trip. The dynamic range map is also integrated into the BMW i Remote App. Destinations and locations of charging stations can be sent easily from the application directly to the car.

For more information, please visit www.bmw.com.au/serviceapps

The Snap-in adapter is the safe and sturdy docking system with integrated rapid charge function for selected mobile phones made by Apple, Nokia, Motorola, Samsung, Sony Ericsson and RIM/Blackberry. The contact-free antenna connection ensures improved transmission and reception quality, while reducing radiation in the vehicle interior. Stored music titles can be played through the car loudspeakers; depending on the available functionality, operation may be via a favourites control, iDrive controller, multifunctional steering wheel, or voice input.

ASSISTANCE SERVICES.

ALWAYS INFORMED, ALWAYS SAFE.

Assistance, transparency and mobility – with BMW i you stay mobile whatever the situation. BMW i ConnectedDrive functions in Smartphone and Navigator keep you informed of charger data at all times and support you proactively in reaching your destination, with dynamic functions such as the range assistant.

Service and Repair Packages grant you comprehensive cost transparency, and with BMW i Mobility Services you stay mobile even if you need to leave your vehicle. If needed in the event of maintenance or repair, your BMW i Service Advisor will support you in organising replacement automobility.

BMW i has taken special precautions to help you in the event of a breakdown. By purchasing a BMW i, you are automatically entitled to the comprehensive BMW i Mobile Care package with mobility guarantee. Should the situation be serious, you not only retain full mobility, but you are also entitled to extensive additional benefits, such as hotel accommodation or car hire.

For further information, ask your BMW i Service Advisor or visit www.bmw.com.au/i-series

The BMW i Remote App for iOS and Android shows you detailed information on the current status of your BMW i – e.g. car location, range, and battery charge level, service messages, and information on whether the doors are locked and the lights are off. The charging process can be initiated remotely using the weekly timer and the air conditioning activated by remote control right before setting off on a trip. The dynamic range map is also integrated into the BMW i Remote App. Destinations and locations of charging stations can be sent easily from the application directly to the car.

The Snap-in adapter is the safe and sturdy docking system with integrated rapid charge function for selected mobile phones made by Apple, Nokia, Motorola, Samsung, Sony Ericsson and RIM/Blackberry. The contact-free antenna connection ensures improved transmission and reception quality, while reducing radiation in the vehicle interior. Stored music titles can be played through the car loudspeakers; depending on the available functionality, operation may be via a favourites control, iDrive controller, multifunctional steering wheel, or voice input.
BMW TELESERVICE BATTERY GUARD.

The BMW Teleservice Battery Guard Call is automatically triggered when the battery charge drops below a certain level in a parked vehicle due to electrical appliances being left on like the parking or side light. You are informed by e-mail (depending on the setting in the BMW ConnectedDrive portal) immediately and you can take action right away.

In some cases in which the vehicle power supply drops below a certain voltage level, you may require professional help. If this happens your authorised BMW i dealer receives a message and will contact you to discuss further steps.

There is no problem if you happen to leave the lights on after parking your vehicle. Your BMW and BMW ConnectedDrive lets you know by e-mail. Technical problems relating to the battery can be identified and promptly solved.

Since your authorised BMW i dealer is also informed in critical cases, service specialists can prepare any checks or repairs which might be necessary – thereby saving time and expense.

To receive a Battery Guard e-mail you have to personalise this service in the BMW ConnectedDrive portal and enter your e-mail address.

It is not possible to use the BMW Teleservice Battery Guard without registering and configuring the service in the BMW ConnectedDrive portal. Transmission and receipt of email is subject to the service arrangement with your network provider.

BMW i LIFESTYLE RANGE.

The BMW i Lifestyle range encompasses visionary design and unmistakable identity ultimately defined by sustainability. All products produced for the BMW i Lifestyle range complement the vehicle of tomorrow using futuristic design with sustainability at its heart.

The innovative new materials meet our premium standards and are apparent in the choice of natural materials.

The BMW i Urban Mega Shopper is a modern felt look zippered bag made of recycled PET and olive leaf tanned leather. The main compartment comprises of two pockets – one with a zip for small items and one for a mobile phone.

Dimensions (L x W x D): approx. 63 x 36 x 15 cm.

The high-end BMW i Laptop Sleeve is impressively crafted using renewable raw materials. This applies both to the brown leather flap and the felt look main compartment. It features the electric blue BMW i logo stud, cotton canvas label and the material’s sustainability certificate. It can also be used as a document folder.

The BMW i Notebook has a cover made of two-colour recycled PET material in felt look and a blue flexistrap with brown leather covering. It features the BMW i logo stud, cotton canvas label and the BMW i message: “BMW i. Born electric.”

The BMW i Solar Charger for mobile devices has a large charging area and integrated storage battery. It charges via USB, in sunlight or in artificial light.
The **BMW i Key Ring** showcasing a matt aluminium look is made by means of a complex zinc die casting process. It features an integrated BMW i logo with colour accent in electric blue and a ring with tension spring mechanism which opens when pulling.

The **BMW i Lanyard** made of recycled PET rope in electric blue features a slider with the BMW i cotton badge in cognac made from leather tanned in olive leaves. This high-end accessory is rounded off with a practical split ring with a matt aluminium look and an integrated, moveable BMW logo.

**BMW i Lifestyle Range.**

The **BMW i Ball Pen** is made of copper with aluminium coating. Both the cap with BMW logo and the end section are made of die cast zinc. This pen features the BMW i logo on the painted clip and “BMW i. Born electric.” inscription on the centre section.

The **BMW i Key Ring** showcasing a matt aluminium look is made by means of a complex zinc die casting process. It features an integrated BMW i logo with colour accent in electric blue and a ring with tension spring mechanism which opens when pulling.

The **16GB BMW i USB Stick** showcases a matt aluminium look with integrated BMW i logo featuring colour accent in electric blue. It also features an integrated ring which enables secure attachment to the BMW i lanyard.

Contact your preferred BMW i dealer for details on the full BMW i Lifestyle range.